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Abstract: There is a breadth of psychological research that points to potential cognitive benefits of gameplay. Games engage and motivate learners while promoting mastery of skills and content knowledge. Further, thoughtfully applying gaming elements and structures to classroom environments, an approach called gamification, has the potential to optimize learning. This paper discusses theory-driven classroom gamification innovations implemented in an undergraduate educational psychology course and uses a case study approach to understand how these changes impacted students’ in-class learning experiences in positive ways. We will discuss specific interventions, students’ perceptions of these interventions, instructor reflection of the effects on student learning outcomes, and implications for classroom practice.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe a case of instructional innovation in an undergraduate educational psychology course guided by the principles of gamification, which involves applying game-based elements to non-game environments (Kapp, 2012). We examined the effectiveness of these approaches on student learning and student perceptions of these interventions. The instructional design approach we employed reflects the deep structures of games that motivate individuals and hold potential to promote student engagement and the development of enduring understanding.

In the following sections, we define gamification, review related literature, describe interventions based on the intersection of approach and theory, provide evidence of the effect of these initiatives on students’ learning, and offer conclusions. This innovation was guided by the following question: How does thoughtful gamification influence student perceptions, engagement, and learning outcomes in an undergraduate educational psychology course?

From Games to Gamification: The Benefits of Gamification

There is a breadth of research on learning that points to the potential cognitive benefits of gameplay. Because of their design, games engage learners in a way that motivates and encourages perseverance (Gee, 2003). This is largely because games offload mistakes to the process of play in a way that minimizes personal association with failure and encourages students to strive for
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mastery (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003). Games offer rewards and immediate feedback that leads to a sense of accomplishment for the player (Kapp, 2012). Moreover, gaming often promotes authentic learning and ample problem-solving opportunities (Gee, 2003). When playing games, individuals are likely to become immersed in the experience and, as a result of this engagement, are more likely to remember information and develop enduring understanding of concepts (Gee, 2003). Through engagement, games afford participants agency and have the potential to prepare them for future learning (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999). In addition, a study of the social interactions that occur alongside formal gameplay, in online forums, indicates substantial learning and demonstration of scientific habits of mind (Steinkuehler & Duncan, 2008).

The application of game design principles and elements to non-game contexts, including classroom pedagogy, is broadly defined as gamification (Kapp, 2012). When designing classroom experiences that are inspired by games, there is potential for students to be engaged in their learning and persist in problem solving, much as they would during actual game play. Self-monitoring and progress tracking through feedback promote self-regulated learning (Zimmerman, 1990). In recent years, gamification has become a widely-adopted pedagogical approach (e.g. Seaborn & Fels, 2015; Dicheva, Dichev, Agre & Angelova, 2015). Kapp (2012) and Hamari, Koivisto & Sarsa (2014) acknowledge, however, that for gamification to truly impact participant learning in positive ways, the integration of game-inspired elements must go beyond superficial integrations like points or badges to focus on deeper structural considerations of games such as “the story, the challenge, the sense of control, decision making, and a sense of mastery” (Kapp, 2012, p. xviii).

In higher education, gamification interventions have been implemented and investigated in multiple formats. While most gamified courses are offered in online environments, Dicheva et al. (2015) indicate face-to-face and hybrid formats have also been explored. The literature indicates that across formats, computer science and game design courses are the most common domains in which gamification occurs (e.g. Sheldon, 2011; Seaborn & Fels, 2015; Dicheva et al., 2015; Barata, Gama, Jorge & Goncalves, 2013; Ibanez, Di-Serio & Delgado-Kloos, 2014; Iosup & Epema, 2014); however, many other domains are also represented.

Gamification efforts have shown positive effects on student engagement, affect, and learning outcomes. For example, Poole, Kemp, Patterson & Williams (2014) consistently found students were more actively involved and that test scores improved with a gameshow-style approach in undergraduate business courses. Similarly, Iosup & Epema (2013) found graduate students in a computer science course were more satisfied, successful, and persisted beyond minimum course requirements as a result of gamified interventions. In 2015, Leaning reported similar favorable findings on the use of leaderboards and other game-like activities in a Media Studies undergraduate course.

Gamification and Best Practices

There are many psychological underpinnings that support gamification as a widely-applicable, effective approach to classroom pedagogy. Despite the amount of theoretical support, in a recent review Seaborn and Fels (2015) found that nearly 90% of the empirical studies they reviewed on gamification interventions did not explicitly connect to theoretical foundations, but rather focused on the mechanisms. The benefits of gamification, however, align largely with theories of learning and pedagogical best practices. Because of an emphasis on choices, gamification can promote learner agency (Bandura, 1989), which, in turn, motivates students toward mastery goals (Schunk,
Pintrich, & Meece, 2008). Further, gamification can scaffold students’ self-regulation by providing opportunities to self-monitor performance, which establishes clear expectations and promotes learner accountability.

A primary component that makes games engaging is the underlying story. Because storytelling can potentially restructure how individuals chunk information, it has the potential to promote deeper conceptual meaning which, in turn, leads to more enduring understanding. This leads to more efficient processing and, like expertise within a domain, provides individuals with more sophisticated chunks which represent greater mastery of content (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981).

Another inherently appealing component of games that is useful for educators is the way that games encourage players to persist when they fail. In traditional learning environments, students often lose motivation. One of the main reasons for this is that they feel inferior to peers whom they perceive to be understanding easily (Gee, 2003). Because fear of failure can inhibit students’ classroom performance (Dweck & Leggett, 1988), appropriating approaches from games that promote persistence in problem solving can benefit students’ motivation to learn. Game elements like “extra lives”, which provide second chances for success, and activities that promote pooling resources are motivating elements that map to classroom learning.

An essential component of a gamified classroom is for students to work collaboratively. In many games, players form guilds (groups of players with similar goals and interests) which encourage collaboration, assistance, and collective intellectual risk-taking. Sheldon (2011) identifies guilds as a cornerstone of gamification. This approach is supported by the theory of small-group cognition, where the small group is considered a unit that accomplishes intellectual outcomes that are a result of social transactions not always possible with individuals (Stahl, 2006). This theory asserts that learners are co-constructing meaning as they work toward the common goal of solving problems in highly integrated ways that move beyond the contribution of any single student. Ideas are more likely to be developed through discourse, leading to more connected, robust understanding of course concepts (Stahl, 2006).

Problem-based learning presents learners with an open-ended, ill-structured, authentic task to complete, which is similar and complementary to problem solving in game play. This approach engages learners with domain knowledge, promotes critical thinking skills (Hmelo & Evensen, 2000) and serves as a meaningful complementary pedagogy to gamification. Research on problem-based learning indicates that, much like game play, it engages learners, offers motivation through choices and collaboration, and leads to an increased, enduring understanding of complex concepts (Albanese & Mitchell, 1993). Through the use of problem-based, actively collaborative approaches, gamification exemplifies and integrates Kuh’s (2008) high-impact practices.

**Gamification in General Educational Psychology**

Aligned with the theoretical and empirical support for gamification, we focus on applying this instructional design approach to a face-to-face undergraduate educational psychology course through a series of systematic, theory-driven innovations designed to optimize student learning. Next, we provide an overview of the context, details of specific elements of gamification, and the results of this approach, including student perceptions of these interventions.

**The Context and Problem**
A common goal across foundational undergraduate courses is for students to develop transferrable knowledge of concepts that they will apply in subsequent courses and in their careers. Because there is an implicit expectation that students will recognize and build upon their understanding in the future, it is imperative that the design of foundational courses prepares students for future learning (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999).

The course that is the focus of this case study is an introductory 200-level course, General Educational Psychology, offered to undergraduate teacher education students at a public regional state university campus. The data reported below were collected from the Spring 2014 semester. Across two face-to-face courses, 62 students were enrolled and participated in surveys and evaluations.

General Educational Psychology is part of a foundational sequence of courses taken by all teacher education candidates, including elementary, secondary, special education, art education, and music education students. The importance of understanding course concepts extends beyond the final exam; additional courses elaborate on the topics and assume that students will be able to transfer their understanding to other courses and field experiences. The topics of the course include developmental, learning, and motivational theories. Considering this, promoting enduring understanding and preparing students for future learning are essential considerations in this course.

Typically, this course enrolls 30 students per section and has historically been taught in a lecture format guided by Woolfolk’s Educational Psychology textbook (2012). Prior to the innovations discussed in this paper, students completed multiple-choice assessments as the primary composition of their course grade. Faculty members grew concerned, however, that students were memorizing rather than understanding, which impeded students’ far transfer to other courses, field experience, and state-required licensure exams. This motivated the exploration of alternative, innovative instructional approaches to improve student learning outcomes, engagement, and motivation.

Gamification Innovations to Promote Learning and Engagement

Gamifying General Educational Psychology involved a series of discrete changes to the course structure, activities, and syllabus. These theory-driven innovations were guided by the framework described above and detailed here. The primary goal was to design a classroom experience that leveraged the deep structure of games to promote students’ engagement and understanding (Kapp, 2012).

**Storytelling: Scaffolding students’ conceptual knowledge.** Kapp (2012), Sheldon (2011) and Gee (2003) all acknowledge the story as an essential element of what makes games engaging. When students entered General Educational Psychology, course content was chunked into three distinct regions of a virtual world map (Figure 1). Since our course covers a wide range of topics, this element of gamification was applied as a means to scaffold students’ initial learning and conceptual organization of a variety of sophisticated psychological concepts. For example, at the beginning of the semester, students are transported via rocket ship to the Growing Plains, a region of the EdPsych world. There, they met theorists and interacted with essential course concepts through immersive and collaborative activities designed to promote engagement and enhance students’ understanding.
Guilds: Strategic grouping to encourage collaboration and community. Another gamification innovation to General Educational Psychology was the introduction of collaborative guilds. We assigned students to guilds of five or six students in which they applied course concepts through problem-based learning (Barrows, 1996; Hmelo-Silver, 2004), analyzing case studies, and playing table top games. Students remained with the same guild all semester, per the recommendation of Sheldon (2011). To assign groups in a way that would encourage discussion, collaboration and intersubjectivity (Nathan, Eilam & Kim 2007), we created a survey using Google Forms where students shared information about their teaching interests and career goals. Students completed the survey at the beginning of the semester. From survey data, groups were thoughtfully assigned based on common interests. Students were then inducted into their respective guilds and assigned a course-related theorist as a mascot (e.g. Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky). Students were assessed periodically by Guild Reports that provided evidence of productivity across these activities. Further, students conducted peer and self-evaluations of performance as a means of group accountability. This provided valuable feedback for the instructor, in case a group experienced problems with shared leadership or group dynamics (Gressick & Derry, 2010).

In addition to within-guild collaborative activities, students engaged in inter-guild challenges. Since a primary purpose of guilds was to encourage collaboration toward common goals, any competition within class happened between guilds. During these challenges, guilds competed against each other in games and design challenges. For example, students played a traditional Jeopardy review game at the end of the semester where competition was between guilds.
and augmented by texting-in their responses.

*Scaffolding self-regulated learning with visualizations.* We improved the syllabus for this course following suggestions offered by Sheldon (2011) in his book *The Multiplayer Classroom*. The revised course syllabus included a gamified approach in how evaluation was articulated and displayed for students. A “leveling up” approach was adopted for course points. Further, visual scaffolds for student grade composition were included (see figure 2). As mentioned above, the syllabus was framed using the metaphor of a virtual world to discuss different sections of course content and to help students “navigate” the broad range of topics covered in this introductory course.

![Figure 2. Visual representation of course grade composition.](image)

*Discrete Games to Engage Learners.* Throughout the semester, guilds learned through a variety of activities. In addition to collaboratively applying concepts to written case studies and problem-based learning, students participated in discrete games. Two of the games used in the course are highlighted next.

The first game students played was called *Erikson’s Psychosocial Development Card Game: An Inter-Guild Challenge*. Students worked with their guilds to understand Erik Erikson’s stages of psychosocial development (Erikson, 1963). The objective of the game was for individuals within a group to reach consensus over which stage of Erikson’s theory was represented in a scenario and to determine whether a positive or negative resolution had been established. Each guild member received a set of cards printed with Erikson’s 8 stages of development and a “+” and “−” card to indicate positive or negative resolution of the crises associated with the stages. Each guild also received a set of “scenario” cards. A player would read the scenario and each guild member would select the stage and resolution card they thought was represented by the scenario.
Guilds then discussed, reached consensus, and recorded their agreed-upon response and justification. The entire class then discussed their responses and scores were kept at the guild level. A secondary goal of this game was to encourage negotiation and collaboration within guilds.

Students also participated in a **QR Code Scavenger Hunt**. In this review game, students worked with their guild to find and answer questions about course concepts. QR codes that linked to the questions were hidden throughout a campus building near classrooms and offices. When students scanned a code, they were linked to questions hosted by Google Forms. When guilds submitted a response, they were directed to a new location in the building. If a guild’s response was correct, they would find another QR code to scan in the new location. If they were incorrect, they would **not** find a new code and attempt the question again, until they were directed to the location associated with the correct response and a new code. The first guild to finish won the game. Data from students’ responses were logged in a spreadsheet. This provided evidence of student performance and revealed concepts that needed further review (Gressick, Spitzer, & Sagarsee, 2014).

**Promoting Perseverance with “Extra lives”: Virtual 1Up learning opportunities.** As mentioned above, a motivating element in games is the opportunity for players to experience multiple paths to success. Considering this, we developed activities that allow students to earn additional points toward assignments. The goal of these activities was to promote student meaning-making by encouraging connections to popular culture. For example, one series of activities engaged students in “thinking with” course concepts by applying them to various films. Throughout the semester, students could earn extra lives by engaging in analysis of popular films as a way to make meaning of course concepts. For example, students could analyze the movie *Cast Away* (Zemeckis, 2000) in terms of object affordances, environmental constraints, and creative problem solving. Similarly, students could earn 1Up points by using developmental theories to describe social roles and patterns of behavior in *Mean Girls* (Michaels, 2004). These opportunities afforded students agency to both choose learning opportunities and control the points they earned for the class. Further, this approach was adopted to help promote student success, innovative thinking on assessments, and to ultimately encourage a shift in goal orientation from grade-driven performance to mastery understanding of content knowledge (Schunk, Pintrich, & Meece, 2008).

**Methodology**

To understand the impact of the aforementioned innovations on student learning, we leveraged a case study approach, where the effects of theory-driven classroom gamification innovations were observed in the authentic context in which they occurred (Yin, 2009). Adopting this approach and collecting data from multiple resources was motivated by our desire to formulate an in-depth understanding of implementing gamification in the classroom. Further, the interventions are an inherent part of the class structure similar to how underlying structures in games support motivation and engagement. Therefore, to gain organic insights on the effectiveness of this approach, it was essential to study this phenomenon within its authentic context.

**Data Sources**

Data were collected from two *General Educational Psychology* courses taught in the spring semester of 2014 at a Midwestern regional state university campus. The courses were both taught by the same instructor and were identical in terms of content and delivery. The classes were...
approximately the same size and enrolled a total of 62 students. Multiple sources of data, as described below, were collected and synthesized to build understanding of how gamification approaches influenced students’ learning experiences.

Initial Student Survey. At the beginning of the semester students completed an individual online survey for the instructor. Data were used to thoughtfully group students into collaborative guilds and to establish their baseline understanding and motivation about educational psychology and teaching.

Mid-semester Guild Progress Evaluations. As part of guild activity, students completed self and peer evaluations that were guided by participation norms and distributed leadership expectations (Gressick & Derry, 2010). Students responded to the following questions using a 4-point scale, where they rated the following questions as High (4), Mostly (3), Somewhat (2) Low (1), not demonstrated (0):

1. Did this person make sufficient contributions?
2. Did they actively participate in your guild’s discussions?
3. Was this person a good group citizen, taking on some leadership? (i.e., helping keep the group on task, helping to problem solve, contributing positive and encouraging words to others)

Students rated their peers anonymously and were encouraged to write comments about the overall guild operation and specific members.

Student Reflection Survey. At the end of the semester, students completed a brief survey that was designed to collect information and gain understanding of students’ perceptions of the applied gamification principles in General Educational Psychology. Paper surveys were administered to students during the last day the course met. Students were asked to anonymously rate the effectiveness of the syllabus format, working in guilds, and in-class games.

Course grades. Grades from the Spring 2014 semester were compared with the Spring 2013 semester course taught by the same instructor. In Spring 2014 General Educational Psychology enrolled 57 students. Overall course averages were compared across semesters to assess whether the gamification interventions improved students’ academic success. The previous class had been taught using traditional lecture and multiple-choice question assessments.

Unsolicited student feedback. Students completed official university-administered evaluations of General Educational Psychology at the end of the semester. Along with numerical ratings, students have an opportunity to provide qualitative comments on the course. Relevant comments are discussed in the results section below. Follow-up, unsolicited email correspondence from students about the gamified course are also included in the results section below.

Instructor observations of student learning. In addition to collecting data from students, the course instructor kept a detailed reflective journal of her perception of the impact of gamification strategies on student learning. The focus of this journal was on student interaction and engagement during guild activities. We analyzed the journal for themes about the instructor’s perceptions of the interventions.
Results and Discussion

We collected data from a variety of sources to address our general research question centered on the effectiveness of the described gamification innovations on student learning, engagement, and perception of the course. Overall, the results of gamification were positive.

Mid-semester Guild Progress Evaluations

We calculated the average for each individual’s scores resulting from peer rating and the average across group members for each guild. The results of the mid-semester guild progress evaluations are provided in Table 1. Results indicate a high level of participation across group members and a positive perception of peers within guilds. Most guilds received unanimous high ratings across guild members, which suggests a strong sense of community within the groups. The lowest across-member, within-guild average was in Group H from Class Section 2. On closer analysis of student surveys, the group’s average was lower because of a single guild member who was absent and, when present, spent all of their time off task. One student wrote that the member was constantly on their smartphone rather than engaged in guild discourse. Interestingly, this didn’t influence other ratings within the guild. The results of these evaluations allowed for an opportunity for the instructor to provide additional support for that group’s distribution of leadership and engagement.

Table 1. Mid-semester guild progress evaluations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guild Average Ratings</th>
<th>Class Section 1</th>
<th>Class Section 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students were encouraged to write comments along with providing numerical ratings. Of the 62 students who participated, 13 provided written comments along with their numerical ratings. Most of the comments students provided indicated that they enjoyed working with their Guild (e.g. “I felt like we all worked well together”).

Student Reflection Questionnaire

Overall, students responded positively, both affectively and academically, to the gamification innovations described above. At the end of the semester students completed a brief, anonymous survey about these innovations (see Table 2). Sixty-two students completed the survey. The general prompt students received on the survey was: This course includes instructional approaches that relate to gaming. Indicate your satisfaction with the following elements of this, relative to how you feel they helped you learn.

Table 2. Student reflection questionnaire results
Survey results indicate that students felt the syllabus format and in-class games helped them learn. 23% of students indicated they found the syllabus format highly helpful and an additional 63% of student indicated the format was somewhat helpful. More than half of the students indicated that working in guilds really helped their learning and 42% indicated this gamification feature as somewhat helpful. In addition, students unanimously indicated that in-class games helped them to learn, with 76% of students indicating this approach as highly helpful. Overall, the survey results indicate that students positively perceived the General Educational Psychology gamification interventions. These results are supported by unsolicited qualitative comments reported below.

**Course Grades**

We compared final student course averages from Spring 2014 with a previous, traditionally-taught semester to provide a quantified overview of students’ success in gamified General Educational Psychology. The average student score in the gamified course sections was 95.16% (SD = 4.15). The average student score in a previous semester was 87.26% (SD = 6.52). Students’ averages in the gamified sections of General Educational Psychology were significantly higher than the previous lecture sections, t(117) = 7.95, p<.001. This indicates that the overall gamified approach led to higher summative student achievement.

**Unsolicited student feedback**

In addition to the reflection questionnaire distributed at the end of the semester by the course instructor, students provided unsolicited comments on the University’s official course evaluations. Table 3 provides evidence of students’ unprompted perceptions of the innovations.

**Table 3. Student comments about gamification interventions on official course evaluations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Really Helped (4)</th>
<th>Somewhat Helped (3)</th>
<th>Didn’t Impact My Learning (2)</th>
<th>Minimally Helped Me (1)</th>
<th>Not at All (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syllabus Format</td>
<td>14 (23%)</td>
<td>39 (63%)</td>
<td>7 (11%)</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working in Guilds</td>
<td>35 (56%)</td>
<td>26 (42%)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1 (~2%)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-class Games</td>
<td>47 (76%)</td>
<td>15 (24%)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = 62

By putting everyone into guilds we were forced to get along with the other students but because the learning environment was so positive this was not a problem

I was unsure as why we were broken down in "guilds" or groups at first. but after our first group assignment I began to like the group time, it made me understand [course] terms better, if I was off track a bit. Even though I did have a quiet group, these group activities were fun.
I would have to say placing us in designated groups made class so much more enjoyable, and it forced us to interact with others in the class, and I made some new friends.

The learning environment was great. I liked the guild activities because they helped open up the class and get to know people.

It was a comfortable environment where we could open up and voice our opinions. I think the guilds also contributed to that because we had our own groups that were always the same so we could really communicate well rather than choosing from the whole class.

[the professor] eliminates as much stimuli as possible and has us set up in guilds. I must say my guild is the best and [the professor] knew what she was doing when she set us up in guilds because I feel I am walking away with lifelong friends.

I feel as if the Guild Teams really brought everyone together to learn and create strong social bonds. These teams also broke many of the barriers that impede learning in a lecture-style classroom.

I love the layout in the syllabus. There are many places that you can keep track of your grades in this class, it is very helpful.

The sample student comments supplied in Table 2 suggest that the interventions had a meaningful impact on their learning. These comments echo the perception of the guild structure that students communicated at the mid-semester guild progress evaluations, reported above. The course also received high numerical ratings overall, with an average of 1.12, where 1 = “strongly agree” with desired criteria and 5 = “strongly disagree.”

In addition to comments from students supplied on the course evaluations, the instructor received multiple unsolicited follow-up emails from students in semesters after the course ended, indicating the impact the course had on their enduring understanding of concepts and how it prepared them for future learning. Three examples are illustrated in table 4.

Table 4. Sample emails received from students after the course ended

... I thought you might like to hear this. I was reading my textbook for [other education class] and ran across several key terms from your class. I know you told us that this would happen and I was expecting it. What surprised me wasn’t that they were there, but that I didn’t even skip a beat when it came to understanding what it meant!

And it just hit me all of a sudden that I understood all of it with perfect clarity, and it made me realize I actually learned something from [General Educational Psychology] that stemmed beyond the course. It was an awesome feeling. So just thought I’d drop you an email letting you know (:.

You will not believe this, but I am taking [other education class] and during class he mentioned ALL of the following things, which I remembered from your class and totally understood:

- The ZPD
  - Vygotsky and Piaget
  - Piaget’s stages of development (!!!!)
  - Cognitive, moral, and social development
  - Scaffolding
  - Erik Erikson’s 8 stages of psychosocial development
Unsolicited feedback received both immediately on official university course evaluations after the course ended and through emails from students received months after the course was over indicate that students enjoyed the course, felt engaged in learning, and developed enduring understanding of course concepts.

Instructor observations of student learning

Along with soliciting feedback from students on the gamification of *General Educational Psychology*, the course instructor kept a reflective journal throughout the semester on her perception of student learning and engagement. The instructor observed that students were more actively engaged within small group discussions, indicating that the classroom was often filled with talking and laughter. The instructor observed that students enjoyed working with their guilds and this approach promoted a positive, collaborative learning environment. While attendance was not factored into students’ course grades, the instructor noted that attendance was consistently high throughout the semester. Another recurring theme was the positive classroom climate where students seemed focused on learning and future growth rather than getting caught up on their mistakes. These observations offer direct support for the students’ perception of the interventions.

Conclusion

As evidenced by the data above, the theory-driven gamification of *General Educational Psychology* was, overall, a successful innovation. Student survey data and comments indicate that, from a student perspective, the innovations to the course were valued and encouraged learning, collaboration, and peer contacts. From an instructor perspective, the gamification elements promoted student learning and enhanced the classroom climate. Unsolicited feedback from students suggests their learning experiences promoted enduring understanding.

Overall, students enjoyed working in guilds. Students were thoughtfully grouped and were supported through clear expectations and opportunities to provide peer feedback on fellow guild members. As indicated in the results section, one group self-reported some challenges. A future consideration will be to develop interventions to help groups self-diagnose and remedy social challenges that may impede group learning (Barron, 2003).

The grades within gamified sections of *General Educational Psychology* were significantly higher than a traditionally-taught section of the class. Similar to the findings of Iosup and Epema (2013), this suggests students were willing to go above and beyond minimal course expectations and that thoughtful gamification interventions potentially promote persistence in learning.

We recognize there are limitations to our study. Having never been taught through gamification practices, we could not rely on our own experiences as students to help inform best practices in this intervention. Instead we relied heavily on those that had gone before. This presents an interesting challenge for many educators who would attempt the use of gamification in their classrooms, as, unlike most pedagogical approaches, instructors have very little to no personal experience off which to model this new process. Since this course enrolled future educators, modeling innovation is important to encourage future teachers to take theoretically-informed instructional risks, which means these students will have had the experience that most gamification innovators lack. The students in the class experienced the vicarious impact of these interventions on their own learning (Bandura, 1989).
Further, as Seaborn and Fels (2015) suggest in their investigation of gamification as a whole, the concepts and practices of gamification are by no means monolithic in nature. Our work adds to the theoretical and empirical body of support for the use of games and gamification in the undergraduate classroom. Because of the general nature of the gamification interventions described in this paper, they could easily be adapted to various contexts, even outside of formal education. Moreover, gamification elements, like guilds, storytelling, and leveling up, can be adopted individually to support specific learning objectives.
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